REGULATIONS

1.The purpose of the competition is to make a "skin fade" hairstyle as soon as possible
(max. 15 minutes).
2.Each competitor must be at least 18 years old.
3.The competitor cannot be related to any of the judges and may not be an employee of any of the
judges.
4.Eight competitors will take part in each edition of the competition.
5.Competitors start in stages: - 4: 4 elimination - semi-final 2; 2 -finale 1: 1.
6.The winner of the competition will be the player with the highest number of jury points.
7.Competitors start in the first stage on their models. Each competitor is obliged to provide two models,
in accordance with applicable regulations.
8.Hair length of the model: top hair should be at least 5 cm long, side hair should be at least
2 cm long.
9.Models with signs of previous preparation will be eliminated and competitors disqualified from the
competition.
10.Permitted equipment: hair clipper, hair clipper, shaver, razor, scissors, thinning scissors, dryer,
washer, comb.
11.Allowed cosmetics: pomade, paste, wax, varnish, talc, hair styling powder.
12.It is not allowed to use a hair straightener, inverter, curler, round brush modeling.
13.Not allowed cosmetics: coloring powders, coloring gels, spray colors, coloring foams, hair dyes.
14.Clipping time: 15 minutes.
15.Competitors leave the position after the time has elapsed.
16.A competitor who finishes before the time runs up raises his hand, prepares the model for judges'
assessment and leaves the position.
17.The jury consists of: 3 main judges and 2 auxiliary judges.
18.The scoring system is public. Jury gives scores in the presence of a model.
19.The jury gives points on a scale of 0-10 in the following categories: cutting time, cleanliness of
passage Skin Fade, contours, modeling, hairstyle finish.
The jury scores points without communicating with each other during the competition.
20.The Jury may gives negative points for non-compliance with the regulations, using things not
allowed, starting work before starting or continuing work after 15 minutes.
21.In the event of a tie, the time taken by the competitor is the decisive factor.
22. The jury may gives 3 yellow cards and a red one, which disqualifies the player from further
participation in the competition.
Yellow cards are received for visible cutting of the model, for not reporting the end of work signaled by
a raised hand.
The competitor receives a red card for starting work before the start or continuing work after 15 minutes
and for using prohibited equipment.

